CALL TO ORDER:
ROLL CALL: 6:02pm

- Kavindri - Yes
- Biswadeep - Yes
- Madhushi - Yes
- Eleni - Yes
- Riya - Yes
- Pabasara - Yes
- Kavya -Yes
- Najiyah - Yes
- Jason - Yes
- Kaila - N/A

Q & A
- President - Jason looking into the pool matter (we need to be in compliance with CDC guidelines, like 6 feet apart inside and outside the pool, wear mask outside, limit occupancy) - it needs to go through a process
- Right now, we are unable to pool for GFH

MAYOR REPORT(S):
- Corry: UF is returning to its normal operation, number of COVID cases are low, more students are getting vaccinated... In that scenario, GFH has to re-open the village amenities: a) Re-opening of the study room in Corry village (with limited capacity), b) reopening of at least one restroom (the rest room in the laundry area), c) keep the notice board back in the laundry area.
- 30 participants were there (outside Corry lawn) ~ Lunar celebrations
• Maguire: 16 residents joined (painting kits provided); residents meeting participation got higher compared to the previous one.

• UVS: Event for Feb- 15 people participated. Distributed supplies and refreshments., 10 people joined the residents meeting where Najiyah conducted the meeting. Next meeting to be done in-person

• Tanglewood : Meeting combined with the event was successful.

• Diamond : Outsiders(?) smoking cigars/weed in the dark playground area late at night (around 11 pm). A resident reported about this incident twice. Concern about safety & security.

• 18 people joined the meeting as well as during the event. People agreed to join in-person meetings while maintaining social distancing and wearing masks.

EXECUTIVE REPORT(S) :

• President -
  ○ IWD and Spring Fling
  ○ E-board elections next week
  ○ Mayor elections
  ○ Summer/Fall Budget, any new events??

• Vice President -
  ○ 5 people attended in Guitar Class (02/26)
  ○ 2 people attended in Violin Class (03/05)
  ○ Diamond Vlg (Mayor) and MC (President) -nominations updated.
  ○ SAI Nominations -Submitted on 03/07 for a couple of categories
  ○ Pictures -Shared with Kavindri and Thanks to Mayors from Corry, Diamond & Tanglewood
  ○ Any schedule changes in the website-Kavya, Riya

• Treasurer
  ○ Mar ERSs issue with docutraq line items resolved
  ○ Call for nominations of Maguire mayor (none received), VP (two nominations)
  ○ Line item transfer $100 Mar program to Awards-MC logo competition winners-prize needs to be decided (pendrive or gator item; $20*5)
  ○ Base funding $500- item for advertising?
  ○ SG Student Organization Funding – Summer B & Fall 2021-meeting with E-board? Support on 3/22?
    Docutraq opens for base funding requests: 3/8 at 9:00 AM (EST)
    Operational, event, and travel requests will open on 3/22 at 9:00 AM (EST).

OLD BUSINESS :

—

NEW BUSINESSES :

• Treasurer- April ERSs for five villages - All approved
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1 min each):

ROLL CALL:

- Kavindri - Yes
- Biswadeep - Yes
- Madhushi - Yes
- Eleni - Yes
- Riya - Yes
- Pabasara - Yes
- Kavya - Yes
- Najiyah - Yes
- Jason - Yes
- Kaila - N/A

ADJOURNMENT: 7:15pm